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Employee's sensors should be taken before
the HR planning in an organization.
Collection of data and information pertain-
ing to HR would be identified as employee's
sensors.

The major tasks of HRM when an employ-
ee censors are operated considered as;
Collection of historical information of
employees and employers , Make sure the
stability of employee's internal and external
conditions, Categorization of employees for
grouping (The employees positions, names,
activities and their types) , Preparations of
documentaries in connection with the
employees censors has to make it easy,

Appointing a board which would be
very sufficient to cater to the need of
the employees censors.

The importance of HR Planning 

Developed countries have given
the priorities on labour techniques
orientation towards the economy
development. Especially if the HR
planning is properly not done the
economy would be failure because HR con-
tributes a great support to the industries.
The industrialization strategies and the
technological systems would be supporting
to develop the industries but the HR should

be systematically
implied with this
process and much
more benefits could
be gained through
the technology and
industrialization
strategic applica-
tions.

Why HR Planning?

..Planning of HR
is required to obtain
evaluations of
employee's perform-
ance, Controlling of
HR, Planning of
employees training
and development
programmers
dynamically and
Maintenance of
employee's contribu-
tions.

HR Planning
would be an analysis
of the future of the
organization. It

would be developed by anticipating
the changes of employees in future.
The main objective of HR planning is
to focus on the maintenance of HR
force in the organization. HR plans
decides the future of organization
and its environmental conditions
specially the micro condition and
the efficiency of the work force.

Recruitment and Selection 

Selection policy of an organization is
firstly to call upon the most suitable appli-
cants for interviews. The selection would be
done based on the most eligible applicants.
The selection focus would be especially on
the background of the job experience and
relevant qualifications. There are various
systems of recruiting employees for organi-
zation. Recruitment sources for positions
can be categorized as Internal Sources and
External sources.

Advantages of internal sources recruit-
ments 

Absorbing the internal forces for various
positions would enhance the work force
kind of motivation and improving the
interpersonal relationship.
Internal work force is knowledgeable
about the organizational culture.
They are used to the organizational mech-
anism and the culture, as they are not new
resource personnel's.
They would be more loyal than the exter-
nal employees.

Advantages of external resources 

New enrolments could be done from out-
side so that the organization gets an
opportunity for new attitudes building.
Opportunities could be gained to have
efficient and capable work force.

Employees might not have any objec-
tion recruiting external personnels to
top ranks because they might be experi-
enced and qualified, eligible resources
personnel.
Absorbing of relatives for the current
employees by giving priorities could be
more benefits for future.

Disadvantages of internal sources
recruitments 

Applications of innovative strategies
would be lacking due to the lack of new
enrolments.
Qualified and experienced new recourse
personnel might not be getting opportu-
nities for top ranks. Lot of disadvan-
tages of introducing new attitudes and
new strategies.
Contemporaries, colleagues might not
support the top rankers as they were
working together one time and they
might not support. This would be a dis-
advantage factor for the long term busi-
ness development of the organization.
Internal sources application would be
blocking the external sources. This
would be a disadvantage factor for the
organizational long term running.

Disadvantages of selection of external
sources 

Absorbing of relatives for organization
would lead to establish family powers
and enhance to build up group behav-
ior.
External sources and internal sources
would activate as two groups and it
might lead to clashes in future.
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The pitfalls of an ill-conceived employee
suggestion programme are multiple, leg-
endary and most frequently - avoidable. A
carefully constructed employee suggestion
programme, that is launched with organiza-
tional commitment, clarity and ongoing com-
munication can positively impact your bot-
tom line and your employee motivation and
enthusiasm. An ill-conceived, hastily
launched, undefined employee suggestion
programme can turn people off and generate
ill will, cynicism and misunderstanding.

Does Your Company Need an Employee
Suggestion Program?

Before launching an employee suggestion
programme, consider your corporate cul-
ture. Are you currently receiving fresh and
thoughtful ideas? Are employee suggestions
already percolating to the surface at staff
meetings and in casual conversation? If so,
maybe more informal methods for cultivat-
ing new ideas are warranted rather 
then a full-blown employee suggestion 
programme.

Perhaps you can schedule departmental
brainstorming sessions or generate ideas
about particular topics during portions of
your weekly staff meeting. You can set a day
a month for a luncheon at which every
employee is asked to submit at least one idea.
You can ask your managers to bring three
employee ideas to each manager's meeting.
Creativity serves you well in idea generation.

If not, I'd begin by asking what about your
culture is currently stifling ideas? Will these
issues continue to exist when you implement
an employee suggestion programme? If so,
your successful employee suggestion pro-
gramme must eliminate or circumvent these
road blocks.

I am not traditionally a fan of employee
suggestion programmes since they are
unwieldy, difficult to keep up with, time con-
suming, can cause more hard feelings than
positive outcomes and must be strictly man-
aged.

Elements in a Successful Employee
Suggestion Program

I have seen few employee suggestion pro-
grammes succeed, but the employee sugges-
tion programmes that did succeed shared
common success elements. You may take a
pause at the number of factors I consider sig-
nificant to the success of an employee sug-
gestion programme, but these are factors
common to any successful work process that
takes employee time and offers the possibili-
ty for significant rewards and recognition. If
you pursue an employee suggestion pro-
gramme, the following must happen for suc-
cess.
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